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1 Introduction


The tests we performed for TREC-7 were focused on automatic ad hoc and �ltering tasks. With regard
to the automatic ad hoc task we assessed two query modi�cation strategies. Both were based on blind
relevance feedback processes. The �rst one carried on with the TREC6 tests: new parameter values of
the relevance backpropagation formulas have been tuned. On the other hand, we proposed a new query
modi�cation strategy that uses a text mining approach. Three runs were sent. We sent two runs for
the relevance backpropagation strategy: one used long topics (titles, descriptions and narratives) and
the other one used titles and descriptions. We sent one run for the text mining strategy using long
topics. With regard to the �ltering task, we sent runs in batch �ltering and routing using both relevance
backpropagation and gradient neural backpropagation.


2 Mercure model


Mercure is an information retrieval system based on a connectionist approach and modeled by a three-
layered network (as shown in the �gure 1). The network is composed of a query layer (set of query terms),
a term layer representing the indexing terms and a document layer. Mercure includes the implementa-
tion of a retrieval process based on spreading activation forward and backward through the weighted
links. Queries and documents can be used either as inputs or outputs. The links between two layers are
symmetric and their weights are based on tf.idf measure inspired from the OKAPI and SMART term
weightings.


Let be :


wij : the weight of the link between the term neuron Nti and the document neuron NDj
,


tfij : the term frequency of ti in the document Dj,
N : the number of documents in the collection,
T : the total number of indexing terms,
ni : the number of documents containing the term ti,
doclenj : document length in words (without stop words),
avg doclen : average document length.
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Figure 1: The Mercure Model.


- The query-term (at stage s) links are weighted as follows:


qsik =
(1+log(tfik ))�(log(N=ni)qP
T


j=1
(1+log(tfjk))�(log(N=nj )2


if tfjk 6= 0


qsik = 0 otherwise


- The term-document link weights are expressed by:


wij =
(1 + log(tfij)) � (h1 + h2 � log(


N
ni
))


h3 + h4 �
doclenj


avg doclen


The query evaluation is based on spreading activation. Each neural node computes an input and
spreads an output signal:


1. The query k is the input of the network:


Inputk = 1


Then, each neuron from the term layer computes an input value from this initial query:


In(Nti ) = Inputk � q
s
ki


and then an output value :
Out(Nti) = g(In(Nti )


where g is the identity function.


2. These signals are propagated forwards through the network form the term layer to the document
layer. Each neuron computes an input and an output value :


In(NDj
) =


TX
i=1


Out(Nti) �wij


then,
Out(NDj


) = g(In(NDj
))
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The system output is :


Outputk(Out(ND1
); Out(ND2


); :::; Out(NDN
))


These output values are then ranked to build the corresponding retrieved document list.


3 Ad hoc experiment and results


3.1 Ad hoc methodology


Our work in the TREC7 automatic ad hoc has been undertaken in two directions. The �rst one concerns
the improvement of the automatic query modi�cation based on document relevance. We tested new
weighting formulas and we better tuned di�erent parameters. The second proposition concerns a new
investigation in query expansion based on a text mining approach. Both approaches have been performed
using blind relevance feedback.


Query modi�cation based on relevance backpropagation


The query modi�cation is based on relevance back-propagation. It consists in spreading backward
the document relevance from the document layer to the query layer [2].
Each document computes its input and output according to its relevance.


In(NDj
) = relj


Out(NDj
) = g(In(NDj


)


Where,


relj =
Coef Rel
Nb rel for relevant document


relj =
Coef NRel
Nb Nrel for non-relevant document


and


Coef Rel, Coef NRel : relevance coe�cient of the documents (positive for relevant and
negative for non-relevant documents),
Nb rel, Nb Nrel : number of relevant and non-relevant documents respectively.


Notice that the relevance is automatically assigned to the documents: only the top 12 retrieved
documents are considered as relevant.


Finally, this activation is backpropagated to the term layer according to the formulas:


In(Nti ) =
NX
j=1


(Out(NDj
) �wij)


Out(Nti) = g(In(Nti ))


New query-term link weights are then computed according to this formula :


qs+1ik = Ma � q
s
ik +Mb �Out(Nti)


The new query is evaluated the same way the initial query is.
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The parameters we have chosen for the TREC7 experiments are : h1 = :8, h2 = :2, h3 = :8, h4 = :2.


The other parameters used in the relevance backpropagation are : Coef Rel = 1, Coef NRel =
�:75, Nb rel = 12, Ma = 2, Mb = :75. Both MerAdRbtnd and MerAdRbtd runs used this
technique.


Query modi�cation based on text mining approach


The text mining approach consists in analyzing a sub-set of the retrieved documents in order to
expand the initial query. A blind process as been chosen for this experiments as well and the top 12
documents constitute the set of documents to mine for each query. This number has been chosen
according to previous experiments in TREC. The mining was performed using the T�etralogie system
[5]. This system includes advanced information extraction functionalities. It implements document
reduction (under the form of contingency tables) and factorial analysis mining functions. Given
a set of items expressed in a n-dimensional space, the factorial analysis methods reduce the data
dimensionality into a space which is the most important to characterize the items [1].
According to the experiments performed for TREC7, the document set mining was used to chose
the terms to be added to the initial query as follows :


1. The most frequent terms have been extracted from the analyzed set of documents,


2. The co-occurrence value of these extracted terms and the query terms have been computed,


3. This crossing table was used as an input to a Correspondence Factorial Analysis (CFA),


4. Then, the terms that have the highest weight according to the AFC have been kept.


This technique was intended to determine the terms which are the most characteristic of the query
terms according to the analyzed document set.


3.2 Ad hoc results and discussion


Three automatic runs have been submitted : MerAdRbtnd (long topic : title, description and narrative)
and MerAdRbtd (title and description) based on backpropagation and MerTetAdtnd (long topic) based
on text mining. These runs were based on a completely automatic processing of TREC queries and
automatic query expansion based on \blind" feedback . Table 1 compares our runs against the published
median runs.


TREC results
Run Best �median < median


MerAdRbtnd 0 38 12
MerTetAdtnd 0 34 16
MerAdRbtd 0 30 20


Table 1: Comparative automatic ad hoc results at average precision


Most of the runs are above the median. These results show that we obtained better results on the
long topics than using the titles and descriptions only.


The average results obtained using the blind relevance feedback were less good than the one using no
query reformulation. In fact, this observation is not uniform as some query results were improved by the
reformulation. A deep analysis of these results could lead to a better understanding.
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Type Run average precision Exact precision


Long topics basic search .2290 .2760
\ MerAdRbtnd .2278 (-.5%) .2746 (-.5%)
\ MerTetAdtnd .2237 (-2.3%) .2617 (-.5%)


Titles-Descriptions basic td .1918 .2380
\ MerAdRbtd topic .1918 (0%) .2380 ( 0%)


Table 2: Ad hoc component results - 50 queries


4 Batch Filtering and Routing Experiment


The batch �ltering and routing experiments were performed using Mercure system as described above.


Experiment :
The technique we used to build the batch and the routing queries is based on the relevance backprop-
agation process presented above. The AP88 documents were used as training data. The �ltering
algorithm starts with an initial query, built from all the parts of the topic, and its AP88 relevance
judgments (positive and negative). Relevant and non relevant documents computes a relevance
value that is backpropagated to the query. The query-term links are then modi�ed and a query
evaluation process is done through the new links. This process is repeated and a new learned query
is built at each iteration.


A pool of queries was then selected. For the routing task, the queries showing having the best
average precision in the training data were selected as routing queries. For the batch �ltering, the
TREC standard output �le of each query was analyzed to build an output �le containing:


< topic >< func >< value >< thresh >< rank >< prec >< recall >


as it has been done in [7]. The document activation weights that maximize each function F1 and
F3 were then found and selected as thresholds. Then, the queries corresponding to these thresholds
were selected and tested against the test data.


Results and discussion :


Routing task : The top 1000 retrieved documents were submitted for each routing query. One
run was submitted (MerRou). The table 3 shows the comparative routing results at average
precision.


TREC Routing
Run Best �median < median


MerRou 5 13 37


Table 3: Comparative routing results at average precision


Batch Filtering : Two runs were submitted. One based on utility-[F1], it is labeled MerBF1. The
other one based on the utility-[F3] and labeled (MerBF3). The table 4 lists the comparative
batch results.
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TREC batch �ltering
Run Best �median < median


MerBF1 8 22 28
MerBF3 8 18 32


Table 4: Comparative batch �ltering results for F1 and F3 functions


5 Conclusion


Our main goal this year was to perform completely automatic runs. We assessed two query modi�cation
techniques. The �rst one aimed at tuning the parameter values of the backpropagation formulas used
in TREC6. Whereas the second one trained a text mining approach using T�etralogie system. It is
di�cult to draw any �rm conclusion with respect to the results obtained this year. In average, the basic
searches performed using Mercure have led to better results than the two query reformulation methods
we have experimented. Fortunately, some reformulated queries performed better than initial queries.
More attention will be paid next year to identify these queries and to better tune the two techniques. In
addition to that, we plan to deeply investigate query reformulation using Genetic Algorithms. In fact,
our �rst investigations in GA on small databases are encouraging [3].
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